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1 Introduction
The last two decades witnessed a remarkable progress in understanding of integrable string
theories. Following its original discovery in isolated examples of AdSp×Sq [1, 2, 3], integra-
bility has been extended to continuous families of string theories known as beta–, eta– and
lambda–deformations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Interestingly, the eta– and lambda– families are nicely
unified in the framework of so–called generalized lambda deformation [10], which will be the
subject of this article.
The original lambda–deformation [7, 8, 9] provides a one–parametric interpolation be-
tween two well–known solvable CFTs, the Wess–Zumino–Witten and the Principal Chiral
models. The generalized version introduces additional parameters by modifying this family
using the solution of the Yang-Baxter equation, the main ingredient of the eta–deformation1.
In this article we will refer to the generalized lambda deformation using a shorthand label
λYB, which stresses two elements of the construction: the interpolation and the Yang–Baxter
equation. The freedom in choosing a solution of the Yang–Baxter equation suggests that the
generalized lambda–deformation (λYB) should have many free parameters, whose number
should grow with the size of the group. However, in the few explicit examples constructed in
[10, 15] most of these parameters could have been absorbed in coordinate redefinitions, and
this observation raises questions about usefulness of the generalized lambda deformation in
comparison to its standard version. In this paper we construct the most general λYB de-
formations of the N–dimensional spheres and demonstrate that such integrable systems are
governed by (N + 1) continuous parameters. We will also show that the reduction of the
number of parameters observed in [15] is an accident associated with low dimensionality of
S2 and S3.
The λYB deformations are parameterized by solutions of the classical Yang–Baxter equa-
tion (CYBE), which has been extensively studied in the mathematical literature [16, 17]. In
this article we will apply the insights from such investigations to the problem of constructing
the integrable λYB deformations of the AdSp×Sq. The existing constructions [10, 15] used
only the canonical solution of the CYBE and its simplest embedding into the coset, which
led to a small number of deformation parameters. In this article we will extend these results
to the most general λYB deformations and demonstrate that the canonical solution of CYBE
is indeed the only R–matrix that leads to an integrable system after the deformation2, but
different embeddings of this solution into the coset lead to (N +1) deformation parameters.
This paper has the following organization. In section 2 we review the procedure for
finding the generalized λ−deformation introduced in [10]. This construction is based on
solutions of the Yang–Baxter equations which satisfy an additional constraint, and finding
the most general R–matrix with such properties is the main goal of this article. Specifically,
we focus on deformations of spheres SN = SO(N + 1)/SO(N) and AdS geometries. To
ensure integrability of the deformed coset space, the R–matrix must satisfy the Yang–Baxter
1See [5, 11, 12, 13, 14] for the detailed discussion of connections between the Yang–Baxter equation and
integrable deformations.
2This statement has been proven perturbatively in [15], but here we will present a different argument
which is not based on expansion in a small parameter.
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equation on the group G and a projection associated with the coset. In section 3 we construct
the most general real R–matrix satisfying a Yang–Baxter equation for any real Lie group,
such as SO(N+1). In section 4 we add the constraint associated with the coset to construct
the most general integrable λYB deformation of SN = SO(N + 1)/SO(N). An extension
to AdS spaces is accomplished by a simple analytic continuation. Some technical details are
presented in the appendices.
2 Review of the generalized λ-deformation
Lambda deformations of the Principal Chiral Models (PCM) were introduced in [7] and
further studied in [8, 9]. Application of such deformation to any PCM leads to a one–
parameter family of integrable conformal field theories. More general families, which will be
the main subject of this paper, were introduced in [10], and we begin with reviewing this
construction following section 5 of [10].
The λ deformation interpolates between Conformal Field Theories described by a Wess–
Zumino–Witten Model (WZW) [18],
SWZW,k(g) =
k
4π
∫
Σ
d2σRa+R
a
−
− k
24π
∫
B
fabcR
a ∧Rb ∧Rc, ∂B = Σ, g ∈ G , (2.1)
and a generalized Principal Chiral Model (PCM) [19],
SgPCM(gˆ) =
k
2π
∫
d2σEabR
a
+(gˆ)R
b
−
(gˆ), gˆ ∈ G . (2.2)
Here g and gˆ are elements of some Lie group G with generators Ta and structure constants
fabc, k is the level of the WZW model, and R± are the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan forms,
Ra
±
= −iTr[T a∂±gg−1] . (2.3)
To construct the λ deformation one adds the actions (2.1) and (2.2), and gauges away
half of the degrees of freedom in the resulting sum3. Parameters Eab in (2.2) represent a
constant matrix, whose form will be restricted by the requirements of conformal invariance
and integrability. The gauging procedure in the sum of (2.1) and (2.2) leads to the action
[10]
Sk,λ(g) = SWZW,k(g) +
k
2π
∫
d2σLa+[λˆ
−1 −D]−1Rb
−
, (2.4)
where4
λˆ−1 = E + I, Dab = Tr[TagTbg
−1], La
±
= iTr[Tag
−1∂±g], R
a
µ = DabL
b
µ. (2.5)
3See [10] for more details.
4Following [10], we denote the matrix appearing in (2.4), (2.5) by λˆ to distinguish it from the scalar
deformation parameter λ.
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Relations (2.4) and (2.5) can be used to recover the metric and the Kalb–Ramond field, and
the dilaton of the deformed model is given by
e−2Φ = det[λˆ−1 −D]. (2.6)
Application of this prescription to the standard PCM,
Eab =
κ2
k
δab, λˆ
−1 =
k + κ2
k
I, (2.7)
leads to a one-parameter λ–deformation, and integrability of the corresponding conformal
field theory (2.4) was demonstrated in [7]. It is clear that the sigma model (2.4) would not
be integrable for a generic matrix E, but a large class of integrable models extending (2.7)
was found in [10].
Specifically, the authors of [10] demonstrated that the model (2.4) with
EY B =
1
t
(I − ηR)−1 (2.8)
was integrable, as long as the matrix R satisfied the modified classical Yang-Baxter (mCYB)
equation5
[RA,RB]−R([RA,B] + [A,RB]) = −c2[A,B], A, B ∈ g, c ∈ C. (2.9)
The generalized Principal Chiral Model (PCM) (2.2) with matrix E given by (2.8) is known
as η–deformation, its integrability was demonstrated in [12], and various aspects of the
resulting geometries have been discussed in [5, 6, 14, 20]6. The construction introduced in
[10] added an extra tunable parameter λ to these families.
Article [10] also extended the notion of the generalized λ-deformation to cosets G/F by
defining
E = EH ⊕ EG/F , EF = 0, EG/F = 1
t
(I − ηR)−1, g = f+ l, (2.10)
and demonstrating that integrability of (2.4) for any R–matrix that satisfies equation (2.9)
and the constraint7:
[X, Y ]R |f = ([RX, Y ] + [X,RY ])|f = 0, X, Y ∈ l. (2.11)
In the rest of this article we will study some analytical properties of the construction (2.8)–
(2.11) for G/F = SO(N + 1)/SO(N). Such cosets naturally arise in string theory as N–
dimensional spheres, and extension to AdS spaces will be briefly discussed in the end of
section 4.
5The constant matrix R satisfying the Yang-Baxter equation is called the Yang-Baxter operator or the
R–matrix. In this paper we use both names.
6Recently an intriguing relation between the η–deformation and noncommutativity has been uncovered
in [21].
7This constraint is multiplied by η, but since we are interested in the deformed theory, η 6= 0.
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3 R–matrices for real algebras
Before focusing on specific cosets describing spheres, in this section we will study some
general properties of the R–matrices satisfying equation (2.9) on real algebras. Relation
(2.9) is known as the modified Classical Yang–Baxter Equation (mCYBE) [17], and we are
interested in its antisymmetric solutions:
Rab = −Rba. (3.1)
The standard CYBE is obtained by setting c = 0 in (2.9). The mCYBE and CYBE have
been subjects of extensive studies in mathematical literature [16, 17], and a nice pedagogical
review can be found in [22]. In particular, it can be shown that any antisymmetric solution
of the mCYBE (2.9) can be written as
R = r − t, (3.2)
where r satisfies the homogeneous CYBE, and t is the Casimir element
t = ic
∑
TA ⊗ TA . (3.3)
All solutions of the CYBE were classified by Belavin and Drinfeld, and for any algebra they
can be constructed using the following algorithm [16, 22]:
1. Introduce a Cartan-Weyl basis {Hi, Eα, E−α} and fix a set Π of positive simple roots.
2. Define the admissible triples (Π1,Π0, τ) satisfying three conditions:
(a) Π1,Π0 ⊂ Π.
(b) τ : Π1 → Π0 is a one-to-one product–preserving map: 〈τ(α), τ(β)〉 = 〈α, β〉.
(c) for every τ ∈ Π1, there exists m ∈ N such that
α, τ(α), . . . , τm−1(α) ∈ Π1, but τm(α) ∈ Π0
3. Define the partial order as β > α if τm(α) = β.
4. Any triple defined at step 2 leads to a solution of the CYBE
r = r˜0 + i
∑
α
E−α ⊗ Eα + i
∑
α,β,α<β
E−α ∧ Eβ , (3.4)
where the sum is extended over positive roots, and r˜0 =
∑
CijHi∧Hj satisfies a system
of equations [
τ(α)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ α
]
r˜0 = 0. (3.5)
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While the normalization of the Casimir element (3.3) is fixed by choosing c = −i in (2.9), the
matrix r in (3.4) satisfies a homogeneous equation, so it can be multiplied by any constant.
Only one such constant makes matrix R = r − t antisymmetric:
R = r0 + i
∑
α
Eα ∧ E−α − 2i
∑
α,β,α<β
E−α ∧ Eβ . (3.6)
The R−operator is obtained by tracing out the second entry in an orthonormal basis:
RX = Tr2[R(1⊗X)] ≡ aiTr(biX)− biTr(aiX), r = ai ∧ bi. (3.7)
Every algebra admits a triple with Π0 = Π1 = ∅, which leads to the “canonical solution”,
R = r0 + i
∑
α
Eα ∧ E−α , (3.8)
where r0 acts on the Cartan subspace. This solution and its properties will be discussed in
the next section. Let us now demonstrate that any other solution leads to a complex R–
matrix, and thus it cannot be used for deforming real cosets. As we will show in a moment,
for real algebras, E¯α = E−α, then equation (3.6) gives
R − R¯ = r0 − r¯0 − 2i
∑
α,β,α<β
[E−α ∧ Eβ − E−β ∧ Eα] , (3.9)
and the right–hand side must vanish for real solutions of the CYBE. Since the products
Hi ∧Hj and Eα ∧ Eβ are linearly independent, the sum over α < β should disappear in the
last expression, and this happens only for the canonical solution. To complete this argument,
we will now demonstrate that E¯α = E−α.
For any real simple algebra, we begin with choosing the (real) Cartan generators Hi.
Then the roots α and ladder operators Eα are defined by
[Hi, Eα] = αiEα . (3.10)
The left–hand side of the last expression encodes the action of Hi in the adjoint represen-
tation, and for a real algebra, the matrix (Hadji )ab = fiab is real and antisymmetric. This
implies that all eigenvalues of this matrix, i.e., all roots αi of any real algebra, are imaginary.
Thus the generator Eα must be complex, and it can be written as
Eα = E
R
α + iE
I
α. (3.11)
Then relation (3.10) implies
[Hi, E
R
α ] = iαiE
I
α, [Hi, E
I
α] = −iαiERα , (3.12)
and general properties of Lie algebras ensure that (λERα , λE
I
α) are the only real elements
of the algebra satisfying the relations above8. On the other hand, writing the real and
imaginary parts of E−α as
E−α = E˜
R
α − iE˜Iα , (3.13)
8If there were another pair (E˜Rα , E˜
I
α), then E˜
R
α + iE˜
I
α would give a second ladder operator with root α,
which is not allowed.
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we observe that (E˜Rα , E˜
I
α) satisfy (3.12). This implies that E−α = λE¯α, where λ is a real
constant. By an appropriate rescaling of E−α (which does not modify the form of commuta-
tion relations in the algebra), we can set λ = 1. In other words, for any simple real algebra,
E−α = E¯α, and an extension to the semi–simple case is straightforward.
To summarize, in this section we used the general properties of the mCYBE to show that
for a real group, the only real solution of (2.9) is the canonical one, (3.8). The properties
of integrable deformations generated by this solution will be investigated in the remaining
part of the paper.
4 Deformations of the SO(N + 1)/SO(N) coset
Although the general construction reviewed in section 2 can be applied to any coset, the
most interesting integrable string theories are associated with AdSp×Sp backgrounds. In this
section we will construct the most general λYB deformations of such spaces by presenting a
detailed construction for the spheres SN = SO(N + 1)/SO(N) and extending the results to
the AdS factors by making the appropriate analytic continuations.
As demonstrated in section 3, the most general real solution of the mCYBE equation for a
real group is given by the canonical construction (3.8), so deformations of SO(N+1)/SO(N)
are fully characterized by the orientation of the SO(N) subgroup relative to the root system
used in (3.8). The vast majority of such orientations lead to R–matrices which don’t satisfy
the constraints (2.11), so the resulting deformations are not integrable. Nevertheless, some
choices of SO(N) do lead to nontrivial integrable deformations, and several examples have
been discussed in the past [10, 15]. In all these cases the generalized lambda–deformation was
reducible to the standard version, so one may wonder whether this is a general feature. In this
section we will demonstrate that the reduction to the standard deformation is a peculiarity
associated with small groups, and we will construct the most general deformation of a coset
for arbitrary N . Furthermore, in the most interesting case of S5, we will find a six–parameter
family of integrable models which are not equivalent to the standard lambda–deformation.
Construction of the R–matrix
To construct the most general integrable deformation of SO(N + 1)/SO(N), we begin
with choosing a specific root system in SO(N +1) and defining the corresponding canonical
R–matrix (3.8), which will be denoted by R (recall the map (3.7)). As demonstrated in
section 3, any real antisymmetric solution of the mCYBE is equivalent to (3.8), so it can be
constructed by rotating R:
Rg = gRg
−1, g ∈ SO(N + 1) (4.1)
Next we select a specific subgroup SO(N) ⊂ SO(N + 1) and identify the elements g which
lead to the matrix Rg satisfying the constraint (2.11). Once all such R–matrices are found,
the construction reviewed in section 2 leads to an integrable sigma–model for every allowed
Rg.
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Let us define (anti–hermitian) generators of G = SO(N + 1) in the fundamental repre-
sentation:
(Tmn)ab = δmaδnb − δmbδna, (m,n) = 1, . . . , (N + 1), (4.2)
and choose the subgroup F = SO(N) to be generated by (4.2) with (m > 1, n > 1).
The operators (4.2) satisfy the standard commutation relations for G, which hold in all
representations:
[Tmn, Tpq] = δnpTmq − δmpTnq − δnqTmp + δmqTnp. (4.3)
The canonical R–matrix is constructed in the Appendix A, and its nonzero elements are
given by (A.12):
RTp,q = −Tp+1,q
RTp,q+1 = −Tp+1,q+1 ,
RTp+1,q = Tp,q
RTp+1,q+1 = Tp,q+1
, RTp,p+1 =
∑
odd s
RsqTs,s+1. (4.4)
Here (p, q) are odd integers and p < q. For even values of N , matrix R has an additional
set of nontrivial elements:
RTp,N+1 = Tp+1,N+1, RTp+1,N+1 = −Tp,N+1. (4.5)
The canonical solution (4.4)–(4.5) of the Yang–Baxter equation satisfies the constraint (A.4),
but this condition is violated by a generic rotation (4.1). The detailed analysis presented in
the Appendix A shows that the constraint (A.4) is preserved by Rg if and only if g is an
element of the subgroup F :
R → Rf = fRf−1, f ∈ F. (4.6)
Let us now construct the resulting integrable deformation of the sigma–model. We will
mostly focus on the odd values of N and discuss the minor modification associated with
even values on page 13.
The deformation for odd values of N will be constructed in two steps: we will begin
with evaluating the metric corresponding to the canonical R–matrix R, and then extend the
result to the general case (4.6).
Deformation for the canonical R–matrix.
The deformed sigma model is described by the action (2.4), which leads to the metric
ds2 =
k
4π
LT (λˆ−1 −D)−1
[
λˆ−1λˆ−T − I
]
(λˆ−1 −D)−TL. (4.7)
Using Greek letters (α, . . . ) to denote the coset and Latin indices (a, . . . ) to label the sub-
group, we conclude that the matrix λˆ−1 defined by (2.5) has a block structure
λˆ−1 =
(
Hαβ 0
0 δab
)
, Hαβ = (I + E)αβ . (4.8)
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Substitution of these expressions into (4.7) leads to a compact expression for the metric9
ds2 =
k
4π
eα0Qαβe
β
0 , (4.9)
Here
(e0)α =
[
(Dab − δab
)−1
Daα
]T
Lb − Lα (4.10)
are the original frames, and matrix Qαβ contains all information about the deformation. The
direct evaluation outlined in the Appendix B gives
Qαβ =
{
I −
[
(1− J−1H)−1 + (1− J−1H)−T
]}
αβ
, (4.11)
Jαβ = Dαβ −Dαb(Dab − δab)−1Daβ.
Note that the frames (e0)α and the matrix Qαβ are invariant under diffeomorphisms, so there
is a one–to–one correspondence between matrices Q and distinct deformations.
As demonstrated in [15], every coset admits a “canonical” gauge, where matrix Q has
only constant entries. In particular, for SO(N +1)/SO(N) such canonical parameterization
is given by (B.10), and the matrix Jαβ becomes
Jαβ = (−1)1+αδαβ . (4.12)
This relation was introduced and verified in [9] for N = 3, 4, 5, and in the Appendix B we
present a recursive proof for all values of N .
To complete the construction of Qαβ, we need to simplify the expression (4.8) for Hαβ.
Using the relation (2.8), we find
Hαβ =
[
I +
1
t
(1− ηR)−1
]
αβ
. (4.13)
For the canonical R–matrix (4.4), it is convenient to choose a particular order of the gener-
ators10
Tα = {T12;T13, . . . T1,(N+1)}, (4.14)
Ta = {T34, T56, . . . , TN,(N+1);T23, T24, . . . T2,(N+1);T35, T45, T36, T46; . . . }.
The last set continues with blocks {Tp,q, Tp+1,q, Tp,q+1, Tp+1,q+1} for all odd values of p and q.
In the basis (Tα, Ta), the canonical R–matrix (4.4) has the form
R =


0 0 V 0 0
0 0 0 −IN−1 0
−V T 0 Ak−1 0 0
0 IN−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 [⊗ ǫ](k−1)(k−2)

 , (4.15)
9Some details of the transition from equation (4.7) to the final result (4.9)–(4.11) can be found in the
Appendix B.
10Recall that here we are focusing on odd values of N = 2k − 1, and the minor modifications for even N
will be discussed below.
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where ǫ is an antisymmetric 2× 2 matrix with two nontrivial entries: ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = −1. An
antisymmetric matrix Ak−1 and a vector V form the elements Rpq of the R–matrix acting
on the Cartan subalgebra (see (4.4)). To evaluate Hαβ we need the upper left corner of the
matrix (1− ηR)−1, and it is clear that the answer is
[
(1− ηR)−1]
αβ
=
[ 1
1+γη2
0
0 1
1+η2
IN−1
]
, γ = V T (1− ηA)−1V . (4.16)
We used the standard block inversion formula:{[
I −
(
0 V1
V T2 A
)]−1}
11
=
[
1− V T2 (1−A)−1V1
]−1
.
Expression (4.16) leads to the final answer for Hαβ corresponding to the canonical R–matrix:
Hαβ =
[
1 + 1
t
1
1+γη2
0
0
[
1 + 1
t
1
1+η2
]
IN−1
]
≡
[
θ
λ
0
0 1
λ
IN−1
]
. (4.17)
The standard λ–deformation [7, 8, 9] is recovered by setting η = 0, then H is proportional
to the unit matrix:
Hαβ = λ
−1δαβ , λ
−1 = 1 +
1
t
.
The information about solution of the Yang–Baxter equation is encoded in a single parameter
θ entering (4.17), and the relevant H11 corresponds to the generator in the overlap of the
coset and the Cartan subalgebra. Since both Hαβ and Jαβ are diagonal, the expression for
the deformed metric is rather simple:
ds2 =
k
4π
Qαβe
α
0 e
β
0 , Q = diag{
1
ν
, µ,
1
µ
, . . . , µ,
1
µ
}, µ = 1− λ
1 + λ
, ν =
θ − λ
θ + λ
. (4.18)
Thus the canonical R–matrix leads to the deformation (4.18) parameterized by two constants,
λ and θ. Let us now extend this result to the general R–matrix (4.6).
Deformation for the general R–matrix.
An extension of the expression (4.18) to the R–matrix (4.6) follows the logic outlined
above, but it involves some long algebraic manipulations. The readers interested only in the
final answer can go directly to equation (4.28).
The matrix Q is still computed using the relation (4.11), but Hαβ is longer given by
the equation (4.17). This complicates the procedure for constructing matrix Q and leads to
new deformation parameters. As we have already demonstrated, the most general R–matrix
leading to integrable λYB deformation is given by (4.6). Action by an element f ∈ SO(N)
does not mix the generators of the subgroup and the coset, so in the basis (4.15), f has the
form
f =
[
f1 0
0 f2
]
. (4.19)
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Then the transformation (4.6) leads to rotation of the matrix Hαβ defined by (4.13):
[λˆ−1]αβ = H
(f)
αβ = [f1Hf
−1
1 ]αβ , (4.20)
and substitution into (4.11) gives
Qαβ =
{
I − P−1J − JP−T}
αβ
, Pαβ ≡ [J − f1Hf−11 ]αβ . (4.21)
Recalling the expression (4.17) for the matrix Hαβ, we find
P = J − 1
λ
I − f−11
[
θ−1
λ
0
0 0N−1
]
f1 . (4.22)
According to the order (4.14), the non–zero eigenvalue in the last term corresponds to the
generator T12. For f1 = I equations (4.21)–(4.22) recover the earlier result (4.18). In general,
matrix f1 appearing in (4.22) is an element of the fundamental representation of SO(N),
and it is convenient to use parameterization introduced in [23, 9]:
f1 =
[
1 0
0 h
] [
b− 1 bXT
−bX 1− bXXT
]
, b =
2
1 +XTX
. (4.23)
Here h is an element of SO(N)/SO(N − 1) coset, and X is an (N − 1)–component column
vector. Then the parameters associated with the coset h cancel in (4.22), leading to the
expression for the matrix P :
P = J − 1
λ
I − θ − 1
λ
[
(b− 1)2 b(1 − b)XT
b(1 − b)X b2XXT
]
. (4.24)
Although there is a one–to–one correspondence between inequivalent matrices P and pa-
rameters (λ, θ,X) appearing in the last expression, to evaluate matrix Q it is convenient to
use another parameterization that has some redundancy. Specifically, we introduce rotations
S ∈ SO(N−1
2
)×SO(N−1
2
) that act on two spaces11: (X2, X4, . . .XN−1) and (X3, X5, . . . , XN).
Using such transformation, the matrix P can be written as
P = S−1P˜S, (4.25)
where P˜ has the form (4.24) with only two nontrivial components of X : (X2, X3). Since
rotation S commutes with J , the matrix Q can be rewritten as
Q = S−1
[
I − P˜−1J − JP˜−1
]
S ≡ S−1Q˜S (4.26)
Recalling the result (4.18) for θ = 1, we conclude that
Q˜ = Qˆ+ diag{0, 0, 0, µ, 1
µ
, . . . , µ,
1
µ
}, (4.27)
11To agree with matrix indices of P , we assume that i in Xi takes values {2, 3, . . .N}.
11
with nonzero Qˆαβ only for (α, β) = {1, 2, 3}. Explicit evaluation of the relevant block gives
Qˆ = q

 (z − 1)(1 + λ) + 2λz(b2X23 − 1) 0 2(1− b)bλX3z0 (λ−1)2(z−1)
λ+1
0
2(1− b)bλX3z 0 (λ+ 1)(z − 1)− 2λbz(2− b)


Here we defined two parameters, z = θ−1
λ−1
and q, and the expression for the latter is given
below. Additional rotation in the (1, 3) plane brings the Q–matrix to the final form:
Q = S−1diag{−(λ+ θ)q, (1− λ)(λ− θ)
λ+ 1
q,
1
µ
, µ,
1
µ
, . . . , µ,
1
µ
}S
q =
λ+ 1
(λ+ 1)(λ− θ) + 2λσ(θ − 1) , σ = b
2X22 , µ =
1− λ
1 + λ
. (4.28)
Here S is an arbitrary SO(N+1
2
) × SO(N−1
2
) rotation that commutes with matrix J . Note
that parameters (X2, X3) enter only in one combination
σ = b2X22 =
4X22
(1 +X22 +X
2
3 )
2
, 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. (4.29)
Different rotations S may lead to the same matrix Q, and for generic values of (λ, θ, σ) this
redundancy can be removed by focusing on12
S ∈ SO(
N+1
2
)
SO(N−1
2
)
× SO(
N−1
2
)
SO(N−3
2
)
: S = I + αY T+ Y− + βZ
T
+Z− − 2(Y T0 Y0 + ZT0 Z0),
Y± = (±1, 0, Y1, 0, . . . , 0, Yk)
Z± = (0,±1, 0, Z1, . . . , Zk−1, 0)
Y0 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)
Z0 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
, α =
2
Y+Y
T
+
, β =
2
Z+Z
T
+
(4.30)
Thus matrix Q is specified by N + 1 parameters: (λ, θ, σ) and two vectors, (Y1 . . . Yk) and
(Z1 . . . Zk−1). This should be contrasted with the regular λ–deformation, which is completely
determined by λ: to recover this result one should set θ = 1 in (4.28) and observe that matrix
S cancels in Q. Equations (4.28) and (4.30) along with (4.9) constitute the final answer for
the most general λYB deformation.
Let us discuss two special cases of (4.28). For σ = 0 one finds a rotation of the canonical
result (4.18):
Qσ=0 = S
−1diag{θ + λ
θ − λ, µ,
1
µ
, µ, . . . ,
1
µ
, µ}S,
and transformation associated with vector Z cancel in this expression. Thus there are only
N−1
2
parameters in addition to (λ, θ). Another interesting limit, σ = 1, gives
Qσ=1 = S
−1diag{ 1
µ
,
λ− θ
λ+ θ
,
1
µ
, µ, . . . ,
1
µ
, µ}S, (4.31)
12Parameterization used here is inspired by (4.23).
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and now it is the Y –parameters that become irrelevant. In particular, for N = 3, all
parameters associated with rotation disappear, and furthermore, the parameter θ can be
removed as well since the matrix Qσ=1 can be rewritten as
Qσ=1 = diag{ 1
µ
, ν,
1
µ
} =
√
ν
µ
diag{ 1
µ˜
, µ˜,
1
µ˜
} . (4.32)
Absorbing the prefactor into the coupling constant k of the sigma–model, one concludes that
the generalized lambda–deformation of S3 with σ = 1 is equivalent to the standard one [15].
As one can see from (4.31), this peculiarity disappears for N > 3.
Deformation for even values of N
Let us briefly discuss the minor modifications of the previous construction that appear for
even values of N = 2(k+ 1). For the deformation corresponding to the canonical R–matrix,
the expression (4.18) is replaced by
ds2 =
k
4π
Qαβe
α
0 e
β
0 , Q = diag{
1
ν
, µ,
1
µ
, . . . , µ}, µ = 1− λ
1 + λ
, ν =
θ − λ
θ + λ
. (4.33)
In particular, for the standard lambda deformation (θ = 1) the eigenvalues µ and 1
µ
have the
same degeneracies.
The most general deformation (4.28) is replaced by
Q = S−1diag{−(λ+ θ)q, (1− λ)(λ− θ)
λ+ 1
q,
1
µ
, µ,
1
µ
, . . . , µ}S ,
q =
λ+ 1
(λ+ 1)(λ− θ) + 2λσ(θ − 1) , µ =
1− λ
1 + λ
, (4.34)
where S is a product of two identical cosets:
S ∈ SO(
N
2
)
SO(N−2
2
)
× SO(
N
2
)
SO(N−2
2
)
: S = I + αY T+ Y− + βZ
T
+Z− − 2(Y T0 Y0 + ZT0 Z0),
Y± = (±1, 0, Y1, 0, . . . , Yk, 0)
Z± = (0,±1, 0, Z1, . . . , 0, Zk)
Y0 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)
Z0 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
α =
2
Y+Y
T
+
, β =
2
Z+Z
T
+
(4.35)
Again, the matrix Q is specified by (N + 1) parameters: (λ, θ, σ) and two vectors with the
same length: (Y1 . . . Yk) and (Z1 . . . Zk). Although algebraically the deformations for odd
and even N are very similar, the construction with odd N is much more interesting for
embedding the integrable backgrounds in string theory.
Let us summarize the results of this rather technical section. We have constructed the
most general λYB deformations of the spheres SN , and the results are given by (4.28)–(4.30)
and (4.34)–(4.35). The explicit expressions for the undeformed frames eα0 can be found in [9],
and they are rather complicated. The λYB–deformed AdS space can be obtained by a simple
analytic continuation of frames, as it was done for the standard lambda–deformation in [9].
As demonstrated in the Appendix C, the deformed solutions have vanishing Kalb–Ramond
field, and according to (2.6), (B.9), the dilaton is not modified by the deformation.
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5 Summary
In this article we have explored the analytical structure of the generalized lambda deforma-
tions (λYB) introduced in [10] and found the explicit solutions leading to integrable deforma-
tions of spheres and AdS spaces. Specifically, we have demonstrated that the reality of the
R–matrix combined with the integrability constraint coming from the coset projection (2.11)
imply that the λYB deformation of SN introduces (N + 1) free parameters. Furthermore,
we constructed the resulting metrics, which are given by (4.9), (4.28)–(4.35), (4.34)–(4.35).
It would be interesting to explore the physical properties of the new geometries by studying
propagation of probe particles and fundamental strings.
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A R–matrix for the SO(N + 1)/SO(N) coset
In this appendix we will outline the derivation of the canonical R–matrix (4.4) and demon-
strate that the rotation (4.1) preserves the projection (2.11) if and only if g is an element
of the subgroup F . Since the most interesting integrable string theories corresponds to
the backgrounds of the form AdSp×Sp, here we will focus on cosets describing spheres
SN = SO(N + 1)/SO(N), although the final result is expected to hold for general F/G.
The deformations of the AdS factors can be obtained by an analytic continuation of the
deformed SN .
We begin with choosing (anti–hermitian) generators ofG = SO(N+1) in the fundamental
representation:
(Tmn)ab = δmaδnb − δmbδna, (m,n) = 1, . . . , (N + 1), (A.1)
These generators satisfy the standard commutation relations for G, which hold in all repre-
sentations:
[Tmn, Tpq] = δnpTmq − δmpTnq − δnqTmp + δmqTnp. (A.2)
We further choose the subgroup F = SO(N) to be generated by (A.1) with (m,n) =
2, . . . , (N + 1).
The goal of this appendix is to find R–matrices satisfying the Yang–Baxter equation (2.9)
and the constraint (2.11). The R–matrix acting on the generators Tmn has two composite
indices R(mn),(pq):
RTpq ≡
∑
m,n
R(mn),(pq)Tmn, (A.3)
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and the constraint (2.11) becomes
R(1,m),(1,n) = 0. (A.4)
All anti–symmetric solutions of the modified Classical Yang–Baxter equation (2.9), mCYBE,
have been classified [16], and the results are summarized on page 5. In this article we
are interested in real R–matrices for real algebras, then the classification collapses to the
canonical solution (3.8). The resulting R–matrix acts on the Cartan generators Hi and the
roots Eα as
RHi = RijHj, REα = −iEα, RE−α = iE−α , (A.5)
where Rij is an arbitrary anti–symmetric matrix. For future reference we recall the commu-
tation relations involving the roots and the Cartan subalgebra:
[Hi, Hj] = 0, [Hi, Eα] = αiEα, [Eα, Eβ] = eα,βEα+β, [Eα, E−α] =
∑
i
α˜iHi . (A.6)
The explicit expressions for the roots are different for odd and even N , so we will begin with
a detailed analysis for N = 2k − 1, and discuss the extension to the even values of N after
equation (A.12).
For the odd values of N = 2k − 1, we choose the Cartan subalgebra generated by
{T12, T34, . . . , TN,N+1}. (A.7)
Then the roots have the structure
α = {(a1, a2, . . . , ak)} , (A.8)
where (k − 2) components of ai vanish and the remaining two components are equal to ±i.
The ‘raising’ ladder operators corresponding to the positive roots are characterized by two
odd numbers (p, q) with p < q and by an additional index taking two values ±:
E(+)pq = Tp,q + iTp+1,q + iTp,q+1 − Tp+1,q+1
E(−)pq = Tp,q + iTp+1,q − iTp,q+1 + Tp+1,q+1 (A.9)
The non–zero commutators involving the roots and the Cartan generators are
[Tp,p+1, E
(±)
p,q ] = iE
(±)
p,q , [Tq,q+1, E
(±)
p,q ] = ±iE(±)p,q (A.10)
and the positivity of the root corresponding to E
(±)
p,q is reflected in the sign in the right–hand
side of the first relation.
By definition (A.5), the canonical R–matrix acts as
RE(±)p,q = −iE(±)p,q , RE(±)p,q = iE(±)p,q , RTq,q+1 =
∑
odd s
RsqTs,s+1. (A.11)
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In other words, for odd (p, q) (p < q) we find
RTp,q = −Tp+1,q
RTp,q+1 = −Tp+1,q+1 ,
RTp+1,q = Tp,q
RTp+1,q+1 = Tp,q+1
, RTp,p+1 =
∑
odd s
RsqTs,s+1. (A.12)
To extend this result to even values of N , we observe that in this case the Cartan subalgebra
is generated by
{T12, T34, . . . , TN−1,N} , (A.13)
and the roots still have the structure (A.8), although now ai can have either one or two
non-zero components with values ±i. The canonical solution (A.12) should be supplemented
by
RTp,N+1 = Tp+1,N+1, RTp+1,N+1 = −Tp,N+1. (A.14)
The arguments presented in the rest of this appendix are equally applicable to odd and even
values of N .
The canonical solution (A.12) of the Yang–Baxter equation satisfies the constraint (A.4).
Moreover, rotation of the R–matrix by an arbitrary element g ∈ SO(N + 1),
R → Rg = gRg−1 , (A.15)
does not affect the mCYB equation, so we only need to ensure that the constraint (A.4)
is preserved under such rotation. The rest of this appendix is dedicated to extraction of
restrictions on g.
We begin by observing that any element g of the group G can be written as a product
g = fq, f ∈ F, q ∈ G/F, (A.16)
and for SO(N + 1)/SO(N) coset we further specify the gauge:
q = h f2f3, h = e
iθ1T1,2 , f2 = e
iθ2T2,3 , f3 = e
iθ3T3,4 . . . eiθNTN,N+1 . (A.17)
The constraint (A.4) applied to Rg gives
0 = Tr[T1,mRgT1,n] = Tr[(f
−1T1,mf)Rq(f
−1T1,nf)] . (A.18)
Since the rotated generator f−1T1,mf is a linear combination of T1,s
13, the last constraint is
equivalent to
Tr[T1,mRqT1,n] = 0 . (A.19)
This relation has to hold for all (m,n), in particular, for (m,n) = (3, 2) we find
0 = Tr[T1,3RqT1,2] = Tr[q
−1T1,3qRq
−1T1,2q] . (A.20)
13We also note that transformation between sets {f−1T1,mf} and {T1,s} is invertible.
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Observing that f3 commutes with T12 and that f
−1
3 T13f3 is a linear combination of T1,m, we
find
R[q−1T1,2q] = R[f
−1
3 (cos θ2T1,2 + i sin θ2T1,3)f3]
= cos θ2
∑
odd p
R1,pTp,p+1 + i sin θ2f
−1
3 T2,3f3. (A.21)
Here we used (A.12) and (A.14). Substitution of the last equation into (A.20) gives
cos θ2
∑
odd p>1
R1,pTr[q
−1T1,3qTp,p+1] + i sin θ2Tr[h
−1T1,3hT2,3] = 0. (A.22)
Observing that q−1T1,3q is a linear combination of T1,m, we conclude that the first term in
the last expression vanishes, and the constraint (A.20) takes the final form
Tr[T1,3RqT1,2] = − sin θ2 sin θ1 = 0. (A.23)
This leads to two options:
θ1 = 0 : q = f2f3 ∈ F
θ2 = 0 : q = hf3 = f3h. (A.24)
Recalling the notation (A.16), (A.17), we conclude that both options can be summarized as
g = feiθ1T1,2 ≡ fh, f ∈ F. (A.25)
Thus we have demonstrated that if Rg satisfies the constraint (A.18), then g must have the
form (A.25). The explicit expressions (A.12) and (A.14) imply that h commutes with R,
then
Rg = fhRh
−1f−1 = Rf . (A.26)
The last equation constitutes the main result of this appendix.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that the rotation (4.1) of the canonical R–matrix
preserves the projection (2.11) if and only if g is an element of the subgroup F . This result
is used in section 4 to construct the most general λYB deformation of the coset SN .
B Properties of the matrix Jαβ
In this appendix we discuss some properties of matrix J used in section 4. Specifically, we
derive equations (4.11) and prove the identity (4.12). Some special cases of the formulas
derived in this appendix were presented in [9].
We begin with outlining the details of the transition from equation (4.7) to the final
expression for the metric (4.9)–(4.11). Expression (4.7) contains the inverse of the matrix
M = (λˆ−1 −D)T ≡
[
D C
B A
]
, (B.1)
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where the block A corresponds to the subgroup and the block D corresponds to the coset.
Recall that matrices D and λˆ−1 are defined by
DMN = Tr[TMgTNg
−1], λˆ−1 =
[
Hαβ 0
0 δab
]
. (B.2)
The inverse of the matrix (B.1) can be evaluated using the method introduced in [9]:
M−1 =
[
P−1 0
0 I
] [
I −CA−1
−A−1BP−1 T−1
]
, P = D−CA−1B . (B.3)
Substitution of the last expression into (4.7) gives
ds2 =
k
4π
eTP−T
[
HHT − I
]
P−1e, eα = −Lα + [CA−1]αbLb . (B.4)
In particular, recalling that matrices (A,C) don’t depend on the deformation, we recover the
expression (4.10) for the deformation–independent “bare” frames. The information about
the R–matrix is contained in
Q ≡ P−T
[
HHT − I
]
P−1, (B.5)
and in [15] it was demonstrated every coset admits a “canonical” gauge, where matrix Q has
only constant entries. The goal of this appendix is to find the explicit form of such constant
matrix for the SO(N + 1)/SO(N) cosets. First we observe that
P = HT − JT , (B.6)
where matrix J does not depend on the deformation:
Jαβ = Dαβ −Dαb(Dab − δab)−1Daβ (B.7)
Substitution of (B.6) into (B.5) gives
Q = I+ JT [H− J]−T + [H− J]−1J+P−T
[
JJT − I
]
P−1 . (B.8)
Matrix J for a given coset depends on the choice of the gauge, and in the remaining part of
this appendix we will demonstrate that in the specific parameterization (B.10) of SO(N +
1)/SO(N), matrix J has a very simple form (B.11). Then JJT = I, and the expression (B.8)
reduces to (4.11)14.
To compute the deformed dilaton (2.6), one should follow the procedure introduced for
the standard lambda–deformation in [9] and rewrite the matrix (B.1) as
M =
[
I C
0 A
] [
P 0
A−1B I
]
.
14One can show that the relation JJT = I holds in all gauges, but we will not discuss this further.
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This leads to the expression for the dilaton in terms of its undeformed value e−2Φ0 :
e−2Φ = detM = [detA][detP] = e−2Φ0 [det(H− J)] (B.9)
Matrix A does not depend on the deformation, and the relation (B.11) implies that P is a
constant matrix. Thus the deformation multiplies the dilaton by an irrelevant constant. It is
clear that the identity (B.11) plays the central role in ensuring various analytical properties
of the λYB deformation, and the remaining part of this appendix is dedicated to proving
the identity (B.11) .
Let us now prove a very important property of the matrix J defined by (B.7)15. Specifi-
cally, we will demonstrate that if one parameterizes the SO(N + 1)/SO(N) coset in terms
of Euler angles as
g = eθNTN,N+1 . . . eθ2T2,3︸ ︷︷ ︸
hL
eθ1T1,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
eθ2T2,3 . . . eθNTN,N+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
hR
, (B.10)
then matrix J takes a very simple form (4.12)
Jαβ = (−1)α+1δαβ . (B.11)
This identity was discovered and verified in [9] for N = 3, 4, 5, and here we present a recursive
proof for all values of N .
We begin with analyzing the special case of θ2 = · · · = θN , and use D˜ to denote the
corresponding matrix D. Using the normalized generators of the coset and the subgroup,
Tα =
i√
2
{T1,2, . . . , T1,N+1} , Ta = i√
2
{T2,3, . . . , T2,N+1;T3,4, . . . } . (B.12)
as well as relations
eθ1T12T1,pe
−θ1T12 = cθ1T1,p − sθ1T2,p, eθ1T12T2,pe−θ1T12 = cθ1T2,p + sθ1T1,p, p > 2 (B.13)
we find the matrix D in the basis (B.12):
D˜MN =


1 0 0 0
0 cθ1IN−1 sθ1IN−1 0
0 −sθ1IN−1 cθ1IN−1 0
0 0 0 IN(N+1)
2
−2N+1

 (B.14)
To add other rotations, we define a set of matrices Mk by
e−θkTk,k+1TMe
θkTk,k+1 = (Mk)M,PTP , k > 1 (B.15)
15The anti–hermitian generators TM are assumed to be normalized by Tr[TMTN ] = −δMN .
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Action of such matrices on the generators TM produces a representation of the subgroup
F = SO(N), in particular, such action does not mix Tα with Ta. The actions of hL and hR
defined in (B.10) can be represented in terms of combinations of matrices Mk:
h−1L TMhL = (MN · · ·M3M2)M,PTP , hRTNh−1R = (MTN · · ·MT3 MT2 )N,QTQ , (B.16)
and matrix D can be written as a product
DMN = (MN · · ·M3M2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ML
D˜ (M2M3 · · ·MN)︸ ︷︷ ︸
MR
(B.17)
Recalling that all matrices Mk are block–diagonal (i.e., Maβ = Mαb = 0), we conclude that
ML and MR have the same property, then the expression (B.7) can be rewritten as
Jγδ = M
L
γα
[
D˜αβ − D˜αb
(
D˜ab − (MRML)ba
)−1
D˜aβ
]
MRβδ (B.18)
Interestingly the term
(MRML)
T = (M2M3 · · ·M2N · · ·M3M2)T = D
′
MN (B.19)
is the D matrix in a Euler parametrization of the coset SO(N)/SO(N − 1) with relabeled
coordinates. Furthermore,
D′ab − D˜ab =
[
D′
a˙b˙
− Ia˙b˙ D′a˙β˙
D′
α˙b˙
D′
α˙β˙
− cos θ1δα˙β˙
]
=
[
D′
a˙b˙
− Ia˙b˙ 0
D′
α˙b˙
I
] [
I (D′
a˙b˙
− I ′
a˙b˙
)−1D′
a˙β˙
0 J ′
α˙β˙
− cos θ1δ′α˙β˙
]
Here we separated the SO(N) index a into the SO(N−1) subgroup and the coset SO(N)/SO(N−
1): a = {a˙, α˙}. Substitution of the last relation into (B.18) gives an expression for J in terms
of J ′:
Jγδ = M
L
γα
[
D˜αβ − s2θ1(J ′α˙β˙ − cθ1δ′α˙β˙)−1
]
MRβδ ≡MLγαJˆαβMRβδ . (B.20)
We used the relations
D˜αb|b=b˙ = 0, D˜αb|b=β˙ = sθ1δαβ˙
that follow from (B.14).
The recurrence relation (B.20) is one of the main results of this appendix, and it leads
to an inductive prove of the property (B.11):
1. For N = 2 and θ2 = 0, the property (B.11) follows from the expression (B.14)
16:
Jˆαβ =
[
1 0
0 cθ1
]
− s2θ1
[
1 0
0 1
1−cθ1
]
=
[
1 0
0 −1
]
(B.21)
Transition from Jˆαβ to Jαβ can be accomplished by performing explicit calculations
with θ2 6= 0 or by implementing step 3 described below. This proves the relation
(B.11) for N = 2.
16Recall that the matrix Jˆαβ is defined by (B.20), and for N = 2 it is obtained by setting θ2 = 0 in Jαβ .
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2. Assuming that the property (B.11) holds for SO(n+1)/SO(n) for n < N , we evaluate
Jˆαβ for SO(N + 1)/SO(N) using (B.20) and (B.14):
Jˆαβ =
[
1 0
0 cθ1IN−1
]
− s2θ1
[
1 0
0
δα′β′
(−1)α′+1−cos θ1
]
=
[
1 0
0 −(−1)α′+1δα′β′
]
= (−1)α+1δαβ . (B.22)
This implies that matrix Jˆαβ satisfies the identity (B.11).
3. To extend the result (B.11) from Jˆαβ to Jαβ, we observe that the matrices Mk com-
prising (ML,MR) (see (B.17)) have the form
(Mk)αβ =


I 0 0
0
(
cos θk sin θk
− sin θk cos θk
)
k,k+i
0
0 0 I

 (B.23)
Then MkJˆMk = Jˆ , and repeated application of this relation leads to the conclusion
the J = MLJˆMR = Jˆ for SO(N + 1)/SO(N), which completes the inductive proof of
the identity (B.11).
To summarize, in this appendix we have outlined the derivation of the expressions (4.9)–
(4.11) for the deformed metric and proved the identity (B.11) for SO(N +1)/SO(N), which
is used in section 4 to construct the λYB deformation of the metric on a sphere.
C B–field for the deformed geometries
In this appendix we will demonstrate that the integrable deformations constructed in section
4 have vanishing Kalb–Ramond field. Our proof will follow the logic developed in [24].
We begin with we recalling the action (2.4)
Sk,λ(g) = SWZW,k(g) +
k
2π
∫
d2σLa+[λˆ
−1 −D]−1Rb
−
, (B.24)
and observing that the first term given by (2.1) does not depend on the deformation. Since
the undeformed WZW model on AdSp×Sq had B = 0, the Kalb–Ramond field can come
only from the second term in (B.24), so we should focus on the antisymmetric part of this
term:
LB = L+(λˆ−1 −D)−1DL− − L−(λˆ−1 −D)−1DL+ (B.25)
To prove that LB = 0, we use the automorphism of the Lie algebra introduced in [24]:
TMN → T˜MN = TMN(−1)M+N (B.26)
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It is clear that this map preserves the commutation relations (4.3)17. While the transforma-
tion (B.26) leaves the family of integrable deformations invariant, to argue that LB = 0 we
need to show that the sigma model with a specific λˆ−1 is mapped to itself rather than to a
solution with [λˆ−1]′. To show this we recall the action (A.12) of the canonical R–matrix and
observe that under the automorphism (B.26) leads to a map
R → R˜T , R˜sq = Rqs, (B.27)
where R˜ is still given by (A.12), but with a different Cartan block. The canonical R–matrix
appears in the deformation only through combination (4.16),
[
(1− ηR)−1]
αβ
=
[ 1
1+γη2
0
0 1
1+η2
IN−1
]
, γ = V T (1− ηA)−1V . (B.28)
which remains invariant under the map (B.27) since V˜ = V , A˜ = A. Thus we have demon-
strated that the action (B.24) is invariant under the automorphism (B.26).
Since each term in (B.25) is invariant under (B.26), application of the automorphism
only to the first term does not change the Lagrangian. In the Euler angle parameterization
(B.10), various ingredients defined in (2.5) transform as
g → g˜ = g−1, LM → L˜M = −(−1)MRM , DMN → D˜MN = (−1)M+NDTMN (B.29)
Introducing a convenient matrix K:
KMN = (−1)MδMN , (B.30)
we arrive at a transformation18
L+(λˆ
−1 −D)−1DL− → R+[K ˆ˜λ −1K −DT ]−1DTR− = L−[K ˆ˜λ −TK −D]−1DL+ (B.31)
Since each term in (B.25) must be invariant under the automorphism, the Lagrangian can
be rewritten as
LB = L−(K ˆ˜λ −TK −D)−1DL+ − L−(λˆ−1 −D)−1DL+ . (B.32)
As we demonstrated in section 4, the canonical solution of the Yang–Baxter equation leads to
a diagonal matrix λˆ =
ˆ˜
λ, then Kλˆ−1K = λˆ−1 and the B–field described by (B.32) vanishes.
To extend this result to the general R–matrix, we recall the expression (4.20):
[λˆ−1]αβ = [f1λˆ
−1
canf
−1
1 ]αβ , (B.33)
where λˆ−1can is the deformation parameter for the canonical R–matrix. Rotation f1 and its
image under (B.26) transform the basis in the same way:
f1Tmf
T
1 = hmnTn, f˜1T˜mf˜
T
1 = hmnT˜n, (B.34)
17In this appendix we are focusing on SO(N+1) part of the sigma model, and the AdS part can be treated
in the same way.
18We used the identity DDT = I.
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then we find
h˜mn = Tr[T˜mf˜1T˜nf˜
T
1 ] = [KhK]mn. (B.35)
Application of this relation to (B.33) gives
[λˆ−1]αβ → K[f1λˆ−1canf−11 ]αβK = K[λˆ−1]αβK (B.36)
Substitution of this relation into (B.32) leads to LB = 0, concluding the proof that the
Kalb–Ramond field indeed vanishes for the generalized λ–deformation of SN .
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